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B-fest Pragati

MBA New Batch Inauguration

Applications are invited from the eligible
candidates for admissions to MBA at the
campus for the academic session 2018.

ASB’s national-level b-fest Pragati
witnessed an enthusiastic participation
of various colleges from across India.

Class of 2019:
ASB welcomes 22nd batch of MBA
students

>> P 24

>> P 20

>> P 07

Message from Chancellor

I

often reflect deeply on the future
of the Earth, the preservation of
nature, and the disappearing harmony
between humanity and nature. This
contemplation has led me to the
conviction that science, technology, and
spirituality must unite in order to ensure
a sustainable and balanced existence
of our world. We live in the age of the Internet. But
along with a connection to the Internet, we also need to
rediscover our “Inner-net” connection. Spirituality teaches
us how to manage both our internal and external worlds.
True spirituality is compassion in action. If we could
transform compassion from a mere word into a path
of action, we would be able to solve 90 percent of the
world’s humanitarian problems.

Sri Mata Amritanandamayi
Chancellor, Amrita University

Message from Chairman

W

elcome to ASB. Ranked
among the top 50 b-schools
in the country, our success is
evident from the 1750+ alumni placed
across the world in top brands such as
Google, Microsoft, Apple, Samsung,
IBM, etc. This year, we expanded the
placements to international countries,
thanks to our outstanding faculty and the placement
cell of ASB. Our curriculum ensures that students are
research-oriented, entrepreneurial, and analytically skilled,
capable of developing innovative business solutions.
They are exposed to real-life business scenarios through
experiential learning programs and interactions with
industry veterans. Life at ASB is a social experience with
plenty of activities and cross-cultural interactions.

#8

Placements 2017: Amazon,
Oracle recruit students from ASB

T

hanks to CIR’s outstanding placement efforts that there was
an 83% increase in the domestic salary package. Amazon
recruited seven students with a CTC of 14 lakhs while
Oracle opened account with HR students for a CTC of Rs. 7

lakhs.

On the international front, our batch Gold Medalist, Sneha bagged an
offer from ECom (Ghana) @ Rs. 26 lakhs making it the highest CTC
for the year. International Conglomerate Khimji Ramdas handed out a
handsome package of 12 lakhs.
We congratulate all the students and thank the faculty and staff who
made this Placements season finest ever.

Companies Visited		

: 122

Highest Salary (Domestic)

: Rs. 14 lakhs/ annum

Highest Salary (International)

: Rs. 26 lakhs/ annum

Average CTC

: Rs. 6.40 lakhs

		

International Placements

:2

Single offers

		

: 93

Dual offers			

: 24

Students with PPO		

:7

Look forward to seeing you at ASB.

Dr. R. Raghu Raman
Chairman, Amrita School of Business
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International Outlook in India

International Faculty in India

9 best university in india

ASB Rankings*

Acknowledged for the Excellence
Businessworld

Careers360

Competence of Faculty - 7
Curriculum & Pedagogy - 7
Industry Interface - 8
Infrastructure and Facilities - 3
Placements - 5
Internationalism - 6
Overall - 8

Living - 2
Research - 3
Alumni - 5
Teaching - 5
Overall - AAA+

Business Line - MBA
Universe

AIMA Business Standard

Overall - 9

Overall - A3

Outlook

Business Today

Infrastructure - 5
Personality - 6
Academics - 10
Overall - 15

Learning - 9
Living - 3
Placement Performance - 9
Selection Process - 8
Future Orientation - 6
Overall - 10

AACSB
A member of AACSB,
gold standards for
business schools

* Private, South India
ASB Coimbatore Pragyan
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Placements 2017:

Job Profiles
Tax Consultant | Territory Sales Manager | Risk Analyst | Marketing Analyst | Management
Trainee | Business Development Officer | Sales and Merchandise Officer | Sales Trainee |
Senior Analyst – Business | Assistant Project Manager | Business Area Manager | Probationary
Officer | Operations Analyst

Summer Placements 2017

Summer Placements 2017

Marketing & Finance domains share the top spot in Summer Placements

M

arketing and Finance domains shared the
top spot in summer placements with 31%
each for the class of 2018. Total of 124
students were placed in various industry
verticals across India and abroad. 80+ companies were
approached for the summer placements 2017. The average
stipend was at Rs.21000/-.
Top companies which recruited our students for summer

placements 2017 were Robert Bosch, Ernst & Young,
Philips, ITC, Reliance Group, Aditya Birla, Marriott
Hotels, Mphasis, Zoho, National Innovation Foundation
of India, Wingyfy, Tamam Vehicles Testing, Oman, Yum
Foods.
In industry verticals IT Services led the summer palcemens
with 21% studnets placed in this sector followed by BFSI
and Manufacturing sectors.

Sector wise split up of
companies Overall Year 2017
Sector

Placement Committee 2017

Students
Placed
Domain Wise
Split up

Sector

No. of students

Marketing

39

Finance

39

Operations

27

HR

16

Analytics

Manufacturing

17

IT Services

21

Banking and Financial Services

18

Consultancy Services

7

Automobiles

3

Transportation Logistics

2

Consumer Durables

7

FMCG

4

Retail

4

Total

83

3
Placement Committee 2016
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No. of companies

Summer Placements 2017
No. of Students:

Students Placed:
Students Placed with Stipend:
Companies:

International Internship:
Average Stipend: Rs.

125
125
52
68
2
21000

Summer placements at ASB provides
a platform for the students to put their
classroom learnings into practice and get
a deeper understandings or knowledge of
the concepts that they have learnt. 125
students of the 2016 batch got placed in
different cities across India and two of the
students got international exposure during
the internship.
Total of 83 companies were approached
and 68 companies made offer with an
average stipend of Rs.21000/-, with
maximum offer made in the marketing
& finance leading with 39% offers each
followed by the operations

Convocation 2017

Graduation Day – 26th August 2017
The 2015-17 batch Graduation Day
was celebrated on 26th August 2017
at ASB Coimbatore campus. Mr. T R
Parasuraman Dy. Managing Director
and Member of the Board, Toyota
Industries Engine was the Chief
Guest for the event and Sri. Swami
Purnanandamritapuri, General Secretary,
Mata Amritanandamayi Math delivered
the benedictory address to the graduates.
127 students of 2015-17 batch passed out
and earned their MBA degree. Ms. Sneha
G was topper of the batch earned the gold
medal and Mr. Krishna N won the silver
medal.

K. Hemamala, was awarded the Doctorate
degree after she had successfully defended
her thesis in February 2017.

ASB Coimbatore Pragyan
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MBA New Batch Inauguration

Class of 2019: ASB welcomes 22nd
batch of MBA students

A

Batch Profile
Highest CAT
Percentile:

88

Average Work
Experience:

20 months
Students with work
experience:

21%

BBA / BBM
12%

SB Coimbatore welcomed the 2017-19 batch
students on 12th June 2017. The batch has 160
students from different parts of the country.
Mr. Rajeev G. Kaimal, Alumni of 1999 batch
and Co-Founder, MD & CEO of PayAgri Innovations
Pvt Ltd – A Start-up Agri Fintech co. based in Chennai
and Ms. Supriya Nair (Alumni 2000 batch) and Associate
Consultant at Tata Consultancy Services were the Chief
Guests at the inauguration event.
This year’s successful admission campaigns was another
finest effort led by Prof. J
Shrikrishnan, Admissions
Chair, Mr. R Venkatesh,
Manager - Admissions, ably
supported by the admissions
team. The digital campaigns
were designed and executed
by ASB Buddy Prof. J. Shri
Krishnan.
An orientation programme
of three weeks was designed
by the PGP team for the
new entrants which exposed
the students to the life
at ASB, do’s & donts,
interaction with alumni,
basics of accountancy,
business mathematics,
communication skills etc.,
Apart from the academics
students also participated in
a self exploration workshop
conducted by Ms. Anajana
Gopakumar and sessions
conducted by CIR. Movies
on business
skills were shown to the
students
as part the orientation,
Others
programme.

7%

Demography:

17 states

Commerce
24%

Engineering
57%
Prof. Shri Krishnan R Venkatesh
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Alumni Boot camp

Alumni Boot camp

49 alumni joined together to guide the students

A

SB conducted the first phase of this
year’s alumni boot camp on 12th and
13th of August. 49 alumni from as
early as 1998 batch to the latest pass
out batch, took part in the Boot Camp and shared
their knowledge and experience with the second
year students. The students also had Skype sessions
with alumni who could not make it to ASB. The two
day event included mock Group Discussions and
Personal Interviews for the students as an aid to their
placement preparation process.

Alumni Achievements

Moment to be Proud!
Our Alumnus, Rajeev Kaimal
(Batch 1999), Founder PayAgri
Innovations won the NRI
StartUp India Challenge at
Ahmedabad. His article was
featured in English Dialy
as the company ties up with
Namboodri foods in Kerala to
reach the 100 crore mark by the
year end.

ASB Coimbatore Pragyan
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Colloquia @ ASB

Dr. Deepak Waiker
helps students explore
sustainability

Dr. Muthukumar P, Head-Big Data
& GM Training at HTC Global Services
India Pvt. Ltd spoke on Big Data

Dr. Deepak Waiker, Managing Partner, EduEnergy
Consultants LLP, Singapore an educator and trainer
on leadership, management, energy management and
sustainable policies and practices spoke on Sustainable &
Clean Energy Technology Innovations: Challenges and
Opportunities on Feb 1, 2017.

Dr. Muthukumar, a seasoned professor and an IT consultant
specialized in strategizing and delivering Information
security (IS) and big data solutions, spoke to students
about Analytics and Disruptive Technology. In his talk, he
elaborated on image analytics and how behavior of a person
can be analyzed.
As a practice head, and a researcher, he is working on
innovative big data concepts and has filed copyrights in
the segments of stylometry and recommendation engine
algorithms. He is also working on advanced analytic
dashboard designs to capitalize the strengths of big data.

Venkat Alagarsamy, an expert in
building software guides students
on Internet security and
terrorism
Venkat Alagarsamy has over 25+ years’ experience in
Building Software. He has architectural experience in
Cross Platform Mobile Applications. He is a mission
focused leader with proven success, over two decades
of Programming, Architecting, Business Analysis,
Project Management, Team Management, Technology
Management etc.
He spoke on Internet security, terrorism and IOT and
impact of IOT on humans in future.
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Rajesh Velayudhasamy, CEO
& Director, Integra Global Solutions,
Coimbatore
Rajesh interacted with the first year students (2017 batch) and
spoke on “How to become a successful entrepreneur - Starting
Young”. The topic of discussion was the four kinds of people,
the reason why people do not want to become business owners
and the qualities you need to become a successful business
owner.

Colloquia @ ASB

Dr. Krishnadas Nanath - Faculty
& Lead Corporate Trainer Data
Science,Middlesex University,Dubai
Dr. Krishnadas is a Faculty and Lead Corporate Trainer
Data Science, Middlesex University, Dubai in the field of
Information Systems & Data Analytics. He is also the lead
corporate trainer for cloud computing(GSTF) in Singapore
and a well-known Data Scientist in UAE. The session was
focused on drawing attention towards the emerging field of
data analytics and data science.
The speaker presented very interesting cases from personal
life where data analytics has a very important role to play.
He then took various interesting projects happened across the
globe. He gave the audience a brief overview of how to be
equipped with skills to start a career in data science.

Devarajan,
MD, Dev International
Devarajan, MD of Dev International addressed the
first year students of ASB during the Orientation
Programme. With over 40 years of experience
in manufacturing & research. Invented Armless
Table Top Wetgrinder in the year 1994 and
got the patent right for the same. He is also
interested in Renewable Energy and in the year
2010 established Solar Module Manufacturing
Unit, providing all kind of solar power solutions.
Devarajan shared his rich experience & knowledge
with the the first year students during the
orientation programme.

P. Palani Kumar, Sr. Manager,
Deal Desk Global Operations Adobe
Systems India Pvt Ltd, Bangalore
Palani Kumar, Sr. Manager- Deal Desk Global Operations,
Adobe Systems India Pvt Ltd, Bangalore. He is a Sales
Operations professional and motivational leader with over
20 plus years professional experience. He addressed the
first year students as a part of the orientation program
and spoke on global operations, the opportunities and
challenges.

ASB Coimbatore Pragyan
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Global Connect

University of
Twente, Netherlands
visits ASB
A high-level delegation from the University of
Twente, Netherlands, visited ASB Coimbatore.
The visit was a part of a high-level meeting at
Amrita University, and was reciprocal to the team
visit by the faculty members of Amrita University
conducted to their campus earlier.
During the interactions, the delegates examined
the research activities of the management campus,
shared their research and academic backgrounds,
and interacted with the corresponding researchers
in the b-school.
A 10 member delegation from University of
Twente, Netherlands visited Amrita School of
Business, Coimbatore, on 7th Feb 2017 and
held discussion with the faculty members on
collaboration on wide range of research topics and
also interacted with the student community.

Live-in-LabsTM with
Students from University
of California, San Diego
A team of 10 students from University of California at San
Diego under the leadership of Prof. Saiba Verma visited
ASB Coimbatore as part of their course. The team along
with five students from I year students of ASB choose the
Sadivel village in Coimbatore for their week long field
work.
In the village the team assessed awareness level of the
village about health, hygiene and the treatment support
available to them. Their
main focus was also to
understand the extent to
which their traditional
tribal medicinal practices
play a role in their health
& hygiene. The team also
built a toilet with the help
of the local volunteers as
part of the Amma’s Amala
Bharatham Project.
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Global Connect

Prof. José Ferreira, Centre for Enterprise Systems Engineering,
Portugal interacts with scholars and faculty
Prof. José Ferreira from Centre for Enterprise
Systems Engineering, Portugal addressed our
Research Scholars and faculty members and
talked on Problem Structuring, Optimization
& Applications, Combinatorial/Integer
Optimisation and Metaheuristics

RMIT University, Australia
holds discussions with ASB,
Coimbatore for Research
Collaborations.
A delegation of 8 member team from The International
Development and Trade Research Group, RMIT
University, Australia visited ASB, Coimbatore on
1st Sep 2017, for discussions on proposed Research
Collaborations on varied topics. Negotiations underway
to sign the Research Collaboration.

AACSB Mentor Dr. Geoff
Perry visits ASB
Professor Geoff Perry, Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Auckland
University of Technology, New Zealand, visited ASB.
He held detailed discussions with the Chairman and the
Core Group members of AACSB accreditation team. He
congratulated the School for making significant progress
in the AACSB accreditation process.
He also addressed the first year students, and had a
meeting with all faculty members as well as the Vice
Chancellor through video conferencing.
Interacting with the students, he spoke about the ranking
given by the AACSB to various B-Schools across the
world based on their quality of education, faculty and the
students.

Dr. Raghu Raman visits
Universities abroad for
collaboration

UT at Austin

ASB Coimbatore Pragyan
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Events
@ ASB

Gokulashtami celebration at ASB
Gokulashtami 2017 was celebrated at
Amrita with utmost enthusiasm, fervor
and togetherness by all the departments.
ASB team’s theme for the float was
‘Kanakana Kindi’ (Udupi Sri Krishna
Temple). It was awarded the ‘Best
reflection of culture and heritage on
float’. Reflecting the rich cultural
heritage of India, the procession started
with thappattam and pulikali, followed
by the various dance forms of the
country- Bharatanatyam, Mohiniyattam,
Kathak and Bhagra grooving to the beats
of dhol. ASB boys were the winners of
Tug of war event, while the girls were
the runners up of Tug of war.

Freshers’ Day 2016
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Fresher’s day - New batch
welcomes with fun & frolic by
their Seniors
The 2nd year students (2016-18 batch)
organised an event to welcome the
2017 batch. In a fun filled two
hours program, 2017 batch was
nducted into ASB by their seniors,
which was well received and
appreciated by the juniors and
created “bonhomie” amongst
the students.

ASB Coimbatore Pragyan
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Research @ ASB

MS

International
Management

MS
MBA
International
Management

MBA

pend one full
emester abroad Paris

Internship
nd one
full
while you study
Paris
ester Earn
abroad
1000 Euros/month

a School of Business, Coimbatore

Internship

An education for living. An education for life

MS International Management
from Telecom Ecole De
Management (TEM)*, France

&
MBA from Amrita School of Business,
Coimbatore

Spend one full
semester abroad
in Paris

a m p u s U n i v e r s i t y Ac c r e d i t e d by N A AC w i t h ‘A’ G r a d e

Earn while you study

1000 Euros/month

hool of Business, Coimbatore

ducation for living. An education for life
U n i v e r s i t y Ac c r e d i t e d by N A AC w i t h ‘A’ G r a d e

*TEM is 24th ranked b-school in the world
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Earn while you
study – 1000
Euros/ month

Faculty Achievements

Eastern Condiments
awards Prof.
Shobhana
Madhaan, Eastern
Bhoomika 2017
award
Prof. Shobhana Madhaan,
Associate Professor, selected
by Eastern Condiments and was
awarded Eastern Bhoomika 2017
– Iconic Women of Your Life.
The award honors the women
who have the strength and innate
potential in themselves and have
generally gone unnoticed and
unrecognized. The award was
given for the Ettimadai Harijan
Village Outreach Programme that
Prof. Shobhana has been running
since the year 2005

Prof. Shobhana Madhavan,
participated in a panel discussion
as part of a TIE Women event - AIRSWEE

Prof. Shobhana Madhavan, ASB, participated in a panel discussion as part of a
TIE Women event - AIRSWEE - All India Road Show on Women’s Economic
Empowerment through Entrepreneurship. The event was organized on 1 March,
2017 at Taj Vivanta, Coimbatore. Other panel members included women leaders
from Coimbatore and the USA.

Dr. Deepak Kumar presents at 2017 AMA (American
Marketing Association) San Fransisco, USA
Dr. Deepak S Kumar attended the
2017 AMA (Americian Marketing
Association) Summer Conference from
Aug 3 - 6th at San Fransico, USA, one
of the most prestigious conference in
Marketing,
He presented two papers at the
conference - 1). “Analysing Restorative
Potential of Green Servicescapes”,
co-authored this with Dr. Keyoor
Purani (Professor in Marketing, IIM
Kozhikode) and 2). “Modelling
Visual Aesthetics of m-atmospherics
: An Environmental Psychology
Perspective”, co-authored with
Navami R, Prof. Shyam A.V and Prof.
Gopakumar (ASB, Amrita University).
He was also the Session Chair for
one Session - “G03 Let’s get Digital Taking physical experiences online”

ASB Coimbatore Pragyan
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Faculty Achievements

Dr. SS Ganesh conducted a two day ER workshop at TISS for the
second year postgraduate students of HRM and Labour Relations.
The workshop on Employment Relations
deals with the nature of employment
contract, the rights and obligations
of employers and employees, and the
relevant laws and regulations in a global
business environment. The scope of
the workshop includes regulating preemployment, during employment and
post-employment issues in the context
of service covenants, ownership of
copyright, patents, trade secrets and other
intellectual property rights.

V.O. Chidambaranar Port Trust visits ASB

A team of 5 people led by Shri.
Anantha Chandra Bose, Chairman
of V.O. Chidambaranar Port Trust,
visited ASB on 24th August 2017.
The chairman of the VOC port and
his team were very keen to begin
an ongoing collaboration with
Amrita School of business, Amrita
University, Coimbatore to conduct
MDPs for their senior management
and port personnel and designing
training modules to train the staff
on subjects like motivation, time

management, decision making,
logistics, operations, corporate skills
including technical and the use of
modern technology for practical
applications etc.
Another important area that
they seek our cooperation and
collaboration is in the area of societal
development of the local community,
the fishermen folks in and around
ENAYAM Port, an upcoming
new port project in Enayam, near
Kanyakumari.

TVS Finance invites Dr. R.G. Priyadarshini
for Consultancy
Dr. R.G. Priyadarshini, Associate Professor,
invited by Head-HR & Personnel, TV
Sundaram Finance to have a preliminary
discussion on Competence frame work
which they plan to implement.
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Thoothukudi
Port Trust
Prof. C S Udhaykumar was
an invited to talk on “Knowing
and Understanding Self” for the
senior management personnel of
Thoothukudi Port Trust on 2nd
August 2017. This was followed
by another talk to the school children (class 10 and above) of the
Port Trust schools.

MBA

in Business Analytics
tion
a
c
fi
i
t
r
e
C

from

IBM

Amrita School of Business, Coimbatore is
one among the few colleges in India offering
a specialization in Business Analytics for
management students.
Industry Collaboration with

State-of-the-art Analytics Lab

Why Business Analytics?
Analysts’ consensus estimates enterprise data
growth of 50X year-over- year through 2020.
85% of growth from new types of data with
machine-generated data increasing 15x. At
this growth rate, there will be a shortage of
talented analysts.
India becoming a hub for Analytics products,
says a report by Frost & Sullivan for NASSCOM
The size of the Analytics market in India is worth
a whopping $375 million

“Data Scientist: The Sexiest Job of the 21 st Century” –
Harvard Business Review (From the October 2012 Issue)

Salaries Soaring

Median Base
Salary
$90,000
Bonus Eligible
66%

Median Base
Salary
$145,000
Bonus Eligible
83%

Compensation of Individual Contributors by Job Level
ASB Coimbatore Pragyan
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Student Achievements

ASB Coimbatore student won first prize in an event organized by
Coimbatore Management Association
Ms. Keerthana Balakrishnan, Class of 2017, Amrita School of
Business, Coimbatore, won first prize in the event addressing a
social issue at the Student Management Day 2017 held at Karunya
University, Coimbatore. The event was organized by Coimbatore
Management Association (CMA) as a part of its Annual
Management Day celebration.
Ms. Keerthana presented a topic titled ‘A Humanistic Approach
to Understand and Combat Gender- based Violence’ in the
competition. More than 50 students from various b-schools in
Coimbatore and 300+ members from various walks of life were a
part of the Management Day celebration.

ASB - Runners Up at - SAMYOG 2017
On Aug 11, 2017 PSG Institute of Management celebrated HR
day by conducting an inter-college competition, SAMYOG. On
the whole 21 teams participated in this event, out which 3 teams
represented Amrita School of Business. The event constituted
of 3 rounds – written quiz, charades + Pictionary+ taboo and the
final round was a case study presentation. At the end of 3 rounds,
team from Amrita School of Business were runner-up. The team
consists of Parvathy R Warriar, Kripa S, Akila A.

ASB Students attend summer school program at
University of Twente, Netherlands
Two of the ASB Students Mr. Arjun & Mr. Keshav Balajee
attended the summer school program at the University of Twente,
Enschede in Netherlands. Summer school program is a different
style of learning and usually happens in lot many university
during the summer months of July and August. The program
aims at shared learning and building team work among people
from different countries. “ We saw this as an opportunity to learn
about different cultures and people across the countries. We
had students from all 7 continents with a total strength of 300
students for this program. The program was for a duration of 10
days and the sessions were scheduled in such a way that there was
an hands on session after every lecture. Our course was aimed
at Smart Cities development and working in teams with people
from different countries helped us in gaining their perspective and
approaches to solving problems. Our course covered resource &
infrastructure , digital city and social innovation as part of Smart
City Development” - says Arjun
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Research @ ASB

Amrita School of Business, Coimbatore
celebrates Business Research Day 2017

A

mrita School of Business (ASB),
Coimbatore, celebrated the annual
Research Day on 16 March 2017. In
the event, second-year MBA students
(Class of 2017) of the campus presented their
research accomplishments in the form of posters.
Several industrial veterans visited the campus and
evaluated the posters presented by the students.
Dr. S.Chandrashekar, Joint Managing Director,
Director - Corporate Strategic Procurement,
Roots Group of Companies, Coimbatore was the
Guest of the Honor.

#research
papers
published:

85

ASB Coimbatore Pragyan
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Life @ ASB

Pragati
This annual national-level business festival augments the
classroom knowledge of students through thought-provoking
management games. A host of games are conducted under
domains of Marketing, Finance, HR, Operations and Systems,
enabling the students to collaborate, co-create and compete to
create novel management ideas.
Pragati 2016 witnessed a participation of more than 500
students from 60+ eminent b-schools and had Mr.Praveen
Chakravarty, Member of Primary Markets Committee, SEBI
as the Guest of Honor.

Utsav

Utsav delivers tons of fun and frolics, turning
every slothful mind into energetic and
confident individuals. This sports and cultural
extravaganza aims to help students to explore
their hidden talents and to put them on a new
dais of courage.

Yi Net
ASB, Coimbatore in collaboration
with Young Indians (Yi), an initiative
of Confederation of Indian Industry
(CII), established the first Yi Net in
campus during December 2008. Under
Yi Net, students actively organize and
manage business conferences, enhance
their skills and introduce social events.
Yi Net also conducts Awaaz – the
Clarion Call for Change, a national level
symposium at ASB every year.

Kalakriti

Kalakriti is the talent fest for the first year
students, conducted in the beginning of the
semester. It provides a platform for the new
entrants to showcase their talents.
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Corporate

Speak

It is indeed a delightful moment for ASB to know that our students have excelled during
their internships and have made some fantastic contributions to the companies. These
students received letters of appreciation from the Heads of the companies they worked.
ASB congratulates them and their guiding faculty members for the fabulous efforts
showcased. Thank you for making ASB proud.

Aditya Vaishnav
Aditya is a hardworking and intelligent
person with attention to detail and
completeness. He is a quick learner and will
be an asset to any organization.
Prasad Dhall
Manager, Yum Foods

AKHIL GOKULDAS WARRIER
The student was hardworking throughout
and rationally met number of industrial clients
for their upcoming project or expansion. He
grasped the process well. The work assigned
to him was done by him within the mentioned
time frame and he was very spirited throughout.
He was very much efficient in his work. Overall
the student was very diligent and hence it was
a satisfactory project to have him under me as
an intern.
BINOD SINGH, ASSISTANT MANAGER ,Philips

Arun Shankar

Ashwin

He has understood the requirements precisely
and has well thought through in compiling all the
required information by doing a diligent secondary
research work. Has presented all the facts and
figures of the Staffing Industry well has been a
quick to learn on many facets of Staffing Business
Development role. He has never hesitated to
connect with the Senior level at Client place and
pitched for Sale. He comes across as a promising
professional!

Ashwin gelled well with the team and
showed good commitment in the work
he was given. He had a keen interest
in learning the sales process that we
follow and tried his best in converting a
few accounts for the company. I believe
Ashwin will be a value addition to any
organisation he goes to.
Nandha Kumar Ravi, Founder Director ,
GoBumpr

Nandakumar M, Senior General Manger , CIEL HR

Neethu Krishnan
During the Internship, she has displayed
keen interest, commitments and diligence
to her assignments with high interest and
enthusiasm. I am sure she might be an
asset for any company employing her in
future. Wishing her good luck for a bright
future
Sudhi Jameela Sahib ,Operations Manager,
Tamam Vehicles Testing

Aarthi N
Great attitude and approach to work,
which is fundamental to a successful
corporate career. She is prompt as well
as pre-emptive in terms of understanding
valuation concepts from the context of the
assignment in hand. Wish her all the best.
Siju Mathew,
Manager - TAS ,EY LLP

ASB Coimbatore Pragyan
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Summer Internships

2017

“Thanks to Corporate and Industry Relations (CIR) of Amrita University and Placement
Committee of ASB, our students spent their summers working for high profile
organizations across the country and abroad. Below are the testimonies of their
experience at the companies, in their own words:

P.Bharadwaj - Intern @ Wingify, Pune
In short, it’s an amazing learning experience and with the people around you get to learn a lot
more than you are supposed to. Amazing company culture and for sure one of the best places
to work. Everyone from marketing team was so encouraging that they kept sharing information
about their specialised domains and more than anything you have a great relationship with your
team.

Karthik K - Intern @ Bajaj Finance Limited
I had a great learning and working experience with Bajaj. The vertical I worked was fairly a new
so that I had the privilege to experience both a corporate life and also of that of an startup. I got
good recognition for my work as I was invited to attend a meeting with COO of BFL. Many of
my recommendations were also taken for implementation. These all are really a proud and rare
moments for interns.

KARTHIK KUMAR A - Intern @ Ashok Leyland,Ennore
It was a good learning experience. Since Ashok Leyland is a reputed company and there are lots
of employees with great work experience i was able to gain knowledge from every person i speak.
I chose my own topic and worked on it and applied the concepts learned during first year (Time
study, Capacity, Idle time, etc.)

Bhupesh raj - Intern @National Innovation Foundation
An amazing experience was completed during the course of 2 months. And the most unique factor
is that, one can train in all departments including marketing ! And the innovations involved gives
you good scope and great contacts. Even to meet the prime minister. Overall the project involved
operation channel management, creation of financial statement, marketing, sale of innovation,
patent creation, company incorporation work, digital marketing (mostly content)
So one can experience enormous amounts of jobs that a central government actually does.
( mostly concentrated on innovation)

Nilufer Azeez - Intern @ Ciel HR
Had a very good learning experience. Understood many aspects about of the business. They
will treat as employees rather than interns. Very approachable and friendly colleagues. More
responsibilities will help you learn more. Thank you for the option.
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World-Class Campus

Amrita School of Business, Amrita University, Ettimadai, Coimbatore - 641 112, Tamil Nadu, India
+91 (422) 265 2122/ +91 99431 17777, www.amrita.edu/mba, asb@amrita.edu
www.facebook.com/ASBcoimbatore

+91 94433 84493

www.pinterest.com/AmritaMBA

www.asbians.blogspot.in
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Nurturing
Women Leadership

An Education for Living. An Education for Life.

ADMISSIONS 2018

Two Year Full-Time MBA

Underlining the significance of gender diversity in the
corporate world, ASB focuses on bringing women to
the forefront of the management career, including
entrepreneurship.

2014

2015

2016

2017

30%

31%

35%

36%

47%

Ananthalakshmi Venkitaraman
Class of 1998
General Manager, Philips Lighting

Specializations Offered

Highest CTC

Business Analytics
Finance
Human Resource
Marketing
Operations

Dr. Maneesha Ramesh
Class of 2003, Director,
Amrita Centre for International Program

Eligibility
Minimum 50% each in 10th, 12th and UG.
Any one of the valid scores of
CAT / XAT / GMAT /GRE / MAT / CMAT
Summer internships in
leading corporates (national and international) with
stipend and PPO options

Lalita Dhavada, Class of 2004,
Sravanthi Nayani
Sindhuja Rengarajan
Online Risk Operations Specialist, Class of 2010
Class of 2007
a leading Internet Company
Founder – Rangvarsha Boutiques Manager HR – TCS

Rs.
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Outstanding faculty from
world-class institutions such
as IIMs, Wharton, Kellogg,
Harvard, Berkeley, NYU, LSE

Strong alumni
network of 1900+

Certification in Business Analytics by IBM
For More Information, contact:
Ph: +91 99431 17777; 0422 265 2122
Mail: asb@amrita.edu

Anupama Vijayakumar
Class of 2003, Co-founder,
Wordsmith Content

Payal Lohia
Jaya Lekshmy Venugopal
Class of 2005, Insights Director – Class of 2009
IMRB International
Manager HR – Tata Steel

APPLY ONLINE:
https://www.amrita.edu/mba

BOOK POST
To

IF UNDELIVERED, PLEASE RETURN TO

School of Business
Amrita University
Ettimadai, Coimbatore – 641 112,
Tamil Nadu, India
Tel: +91 (422) 265 2122/ +91 99431 17777
asb@amrita.edu
www.amrita.edu/mba
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lakhs

International
Collaborations

Female Student Enrollment in ASB
2013

#10
#8

Why ASB?

For Private Circulation Only

